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ABSTRACT

Iotexpad is the first launchpad to be built, launched, and powered by IoTeX. Iotexpad becomes

the primary incubator for and native launchpad for all the leading IoTeXprojects. Taking the right 

projects to the crypto enthusiastic community has always been a tedious task, and Iotexpad gives 

projects IoTeX the power to distribute tokens easily and raise funds. Iotexpad community members 

enjoy access to top-tier projects on the IoTeX network, minimizing the chance of lossof funds.

Iotexpad isa 100%decentralized launchpad dedicated to project launches on IoTeX.
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What IsIotex?
IoTeX is a dedicated private 'blockchain-within-a-blockchain' solution to 

support the Internet of Things (IoT). It is a robust design that connects 

internet devices across the world block by block. In spite of PoS or PoW, 

this blockchain solution uses Roll-DPoS (Proof of Stake, combined with 

the use of sidechains) consensus mechanism to enhance the speed 

and scalability. IoTeX also uses a lightweight technique for preserving 

privacy. IoTeX has a built-in privacy feature that uses a ring signature 

that preserves transactions. By 2022, there will be more than 50 billion IoT 

devices, according to the research by Juniper. To manage such a huge 

number of devices and to provide secure methods of communication 

among devices, IoTeX's role is inevitable.
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What IsIotexpad?
Iotexpad is the first decentralized IDO platform for projects launched on 

the IoTeX blockchain network. It empowers the projects to raise liquidity  

seamlessly and take their tokens to the right audience worldwide. The 

TEX token holders will be incentivized with access to game-changing 

tokens that are launched in the IoTeX network. Iotexpad has a low 

barrier to entry and anyone can get started relentlessly. Iotexpad is an 

exclusive token launch platform for transformative IoTeX projects that 

takes crowdfunding to a whole new level with safe and easy use of  

crypto assets to benefit the projects and their investors.
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Opportunity

IoTeX projects eliminate most of the drawbacks that are 

prevailing in the Ethereum blockchain, especially the 

escalated gas fee. Ethereum blockchain is the root cause 

fortremendousgrowth in DeFi,and so there are a lot of  

projects being deployed on it. This increases the utility of 

Ether (ETH), which leads to an increased gas fee. IoTeX, 

on the other hand, has several advantages over other 

blockchains.
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IoTeX uses the DPoSconsensus  

mechanism, i.e. PoSwith the  

benefits of sidechains to make the  

projectsmore scalable.

HIGHLY SCALABLE

Unlike other blockchains, IoTeX uses 

ring structures to sign transactions  

which isan in-built privacy feature  

of the network.

IMPROVED USER PRIVACY LOW OPERATING COSTS
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While a small transaction in Ethereum  

blockchain can cost a gas fee of a few 

hundred dollars, IoTeX allows transactions 

that are relatively cheaper.

Advantages Over Other Blockchains



A Fair Launching  
Platform
The flaw of conventional IDO launchpads isthat they  

distribute tokens on a first come first serve basis, which ismore 

of a kind of gamble where the native holders may or may not 

get access to the launched tokens. To get rid of this  

uncertainty, Iotexpad establishes itself as a community-driven 

and fair launch platform that guarantees allocation for the 

existing token holders based on a four-tier system. Iotexpad 

does not allow bots to fill in the whitelist spots that occur in 

most of the launchpads.
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IDO
The Game Changer

Before Launchpad, blockchain projects staged their own Initial 

Coin Offerings (ICOs) to raise crypto funds for their own growth 

and development.Resultshave varied under thisold  

approach,with each successstory being matched by  

cautionary tales of failures and frauds, and crypto users lack 

necessary protectionsand were left on theirown. The  

introduction of IDOs on Iotexpad spurred a new paradigm 

under which projects can raise funds and users can support 

these projectsin a more convenient and safer way.
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Why Iotexpad?

Easy Fundraising

Iotexpad provides a way through which new IoTeX 

projects can raise capital from a platform that is 

already used by most of the crypto world.

Wider Audience
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Asthe renowned launchpad, Iotexpad already has  

access to crypto enthusiasts and investors,who are 

likely to be interested in gaining early access to  

high-quality token sales.



Safe For Investors
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Investors need not go in search of game-changing 

projects as Iotexpad takes every rug-free and trusted 

project to itscommunity members. Investors can use 

their crypto assets to access these tokens without 

risking theirfunds.

More Focus 
On Development

The IoTeX projectsneed not create theirown  

fundraising platform.While Iotexpad takes care of the  

token sales with top-notch security, projects can focus 

more on developing theircore idea.

Why Iotexpad?



“NOBOTS,NO SCAMS ”
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How Does Iotexpad Work?

Iotexpad wants to keep things straight, transparent, and genuine. So, it offers a tiered operating 

mechanism that offers a guaranteed allocation. NO BOTS, NO SCAMS is what Iotexpad is made 

for. There are five tiers namely Bronze, Silver,Gold, Emerald and VIP. The threshold holding

requirement for each tier varies and does the allocations.



Tiers And Structures

BRONZE

Staking Requirements  

2000

Staking Length Required

4 Hours Before Allocation Round
Opens

Whitelist Requirement Twitter  

Like And Retweet

Pool Weight  

2

SILVER

Staking Requirements  

5000

Staking Length Required

4 Hours Before Allocation Round
Opens

Whitelist Requirement Twitter  

Like And Retweet

Pool Weight  

5

GOLD

Staking Requirements  

10000

Staking Length Required

4 Hours Before Allocation Round
Opens

Whitelist Requirement Twitter  

None

Pool Weight  

11
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Tiers And Structures

Emerald

Staking Requirements  

25000

Staking Length Required

4 Hours Before Allocation Round Opens

Project OptionsTelegram Group  

YES

Pool Weight  

20

VIP

Staking Requirements  

50000

Staking Length Required

4 Hours Before Allocation Round Opens

Project Options Telegram Group +Private Rounds 

YES

Pool Weight  

30
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Iotexpad Token Metrics
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Token Distribution
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18.00%

18.00%

10% TGE, then 10% monthly

10% TGE, then 10%monthly

20% TGE, then 20% monthly

-

Some locked some unlocked 

1 year lock

-

1 year cliff then 10% each monthly

7 months cliff then 10% monthly



mailto:info@iotexpad.network

https://t.me/IotexPad 

https://t.me/IotexPadAnn
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https://twitter.com/iotexpad

https://iotexpad.medium.com/  

https://github.com/iotexpad

Contact Us

mailto:info@iotexpad.network

